Jack and PST Stalk
Once upon a time on a backwater called Coleshill there was a young operator, Jack. He was new to
the site and where he should plant his pack.
To run the site, Jack needed the SCADA, but about which he currently knew nada.
He whipped out his work phone and made a call to John. Another operator who isn’t a bundle of fun.
Jack excitedly ran up to John to ask him about SCADA, John reluctantly started giving the dogma:
“It’s mainly used for interrogating the kit, and show how well it is moving the s**t.
Most of the time it tells us things are fine, but on the odd occasion bits gets covered in slime.
Mainly it’s a build-up which will need to be unclogged, but the job will most likely get backlogged.”
John doesn’t like the SCADA, because it takes all his time, because he could get randomly called to
check on the lime.
It records all the data, by day and by night, so the whole world can see that things are running right.
The data’s backed up over servers and sites, so a computer crash doesn’t cause a big fright
This is needed by the EA who keep an eye on things, and need lots of numbers to do their checking
So John needs to keep the logs because its required by law, even though everyone thinks it’s a
massive f*****g bore.
John tells Jack “you can find SCADA everywhere it’s laying all around. It can even be above your head
or even underground.
It’s all interconnected, to a main place in the office, this is so that the bosses can keep on top of their
profits.
They can see all the equipment and change things if needed, this is to keep to what the EA have told
us is needed.
They can also see if anything has burst, so that an operator can be sent out but having checked on
SCADA first.
If they wanted they can remotely control the valves from up top, but most of the time something’s
jammed against the stop.
The operator can then fix it, usually by pressing reset, if not something’s f****d and they’ll begin to
fret.
At this point a maintainer can look, from the other side of town, he’ll then come over to have a look
and make sure the operator doesn’t drown.
The maintainer will then say “this kit is probably broke”, and will ring the contractor who’ll send out a
bloke.
Both the maintainer and the operator both go home feeling lit, because it’s the bloke from the
contractor who’s getting covered in s**t.
This is the rundown Jack, there’s not a lot to see. But it’s important stuff, take it from me.

Jack then ran out the van excited about what he has learned, happy with the knowledge that he had
earned.
Now he knew how we could all sleep at night, happy in the knowledge that the SCADA was on site.
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